Rocky Reach Visitor Center

Fish Viewing and Exhibits
Public Power Benefit Proposal
Priority # 1 – Update to Fish Viewing Windows

Demo existing captive tanks and CMU wall and frame new enclosure wall construction completed under O&M budget.

Existing bathrooms to remain.

Increase Fish Viewing Window Size 5 ft by 6 ft
Priority # 1 Section View

Retrofit new fish viewing windows 5 ft tall by 6 ft high.

Demo existing captive tanks and frame in wall to close of area. Complete under O&M
Priority # 2 – General Space Improvements Floor Plan

Demo existing captive tanks and CMU wall and frame new enclosure wall construction completed under O&M budget.

Existing bathrooms to remain.

New Carpet Tiles Throughout Space
Note: Carpet and other space improvements cannot take place until O&M work is complete.
Priority # 2 Section View
Interior Material Samples for Improvements

- Example(s) of natural wood slat wall surfaces at ceilings and selected walls.
- Example(s) of steel stair w/wood treads, frameless glass rail w/Alum. Handrail.
- Example(s) of carpet tile for Columbia River Watershed floor mural.